TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
Shaw, he genuinely seemed to have the poorest opinion. I asked
him what was his home town ? He replied "St. Paul". I remarked
lighdy that I had an unknown enemy in St. Paul—
—Naturally you will have guessed the end of the story. It was,
as they say, written in his face. He owned up. After a pause of
agony, we both laughed . . . and laughed so much and talked so
much and ordered so many cocktails that a friendship was formed
which I hope still endures. (He reviewed "Monogram" at great
length for the St. Paul newspaper; reviewed it honestly, I am sure,
for he had an honest mind; but it happened that he really liked it.
The bundle from the press-cutting agency followed me to England,
and I read it back in my own home, read on to the end without
quite realizing that the last paragraph was not still part of the
review: "Is there time for just one more cocktail at the Gotham bar
before you leave? No? Well then, goodbye.99)
My neighbour at the Woman's Club dinner had, it transpired
during that first conversation, mis-reported not only my words
but my attitude. So delighted was she at having, as she thought,
found an ally against the Proletarian Novel, aware that James Gray
was its passionate partisan, that she informed him kindly how
G. B. Stern had, so to speak, kicked it in the belly and danced away,
rippling with mirth.
"Tell me quietly and slowly," I asked him—(yes, thanks, one
more cocktail)—"What is the Proletarian Novel Controversy ?"
He defined it for my ignorance as briefly as possible: Apparently
it rested on the premise that no novel of the present time could be
of any value whatsoever unless it represented the proletariat point
of view, and fought constructively on behalf of their rights and
ideologies.
. „. The whole kingdom of story-book fell in shards round my
feet.
Yet now that I knew, of course I could recall reading Proletarian
Novels by the dozea and by the hundred; many of them naturally
as fine, as exciting, as passionate, as witty in character and romantic
in motive as other fine novels; and some of them, naturally again,
as bad as the worst. In each case I had paid the author the innocent
tribute of not recognizing it by that truculent description, and
letting them take pot-luck as far as I, the reader, was concerned.
~ a masterpiece of ironic humour, it did not even occur to me
;doni of story-book,
my favourite story was by all the laws and definitions a Proletarian
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